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ABSTRACT

View interpolation is an important part of multi-view video
processing. However, measuring the quality of interpolated
frames can be problematic even if a reference frame is avail-
able. Due to the quantization of the depth map or slight er-
rors in the depth estimation parts of the image can be shifted
slightly compared to the reference. Those sub-pixel shifts
are nearly invisible to a human viewer, especially if the im-
ages have a high resolution. Due to the fact that sub-pixel
shifts mean that neighboring pixels are combined and there-
fore a certain amount of information is lost, most common
image quality measures give low scores for such images
even though they possess a high subjective quality.
We propose a technique based on optical flow which es-
timates sub-pixel shifts using a reference image and uses
this information to create a new reference containing the
same shifts as the interpolated image but no other artifacts
that might be present in the interpolated view. Using this
new reference image in combination with common quality
measures yields higher scores much closer to the subjective
quality of the original images. This method allows us to
determine quality of interpolated views using quality mea-
sures commonly used in video coding or video streaming
and provides greater flexibility in the choice of quality mea-
sures when view interpolation is involved.

1. INTRODUCTION

Reliable quality metrics for images are very important for
the assessment of image quality without a human observer.
There are many metrics which take the human perceptual
system into account to approximate the subjective quality
of an image by measuring features which humans are sen-
sitive to (eg. SSIM[1]). Simpler methods, based directly
on the difference between the pixels of a reference and a
tested image are still widely used. The performance of im-
age/video coding and streaming algorithms is determined
using the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and all calcu-
lations about the expected quality for given parameters are
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based on it. Therefore all applications which want to in-
terface with such algorithms have to use the same quality
metric to produce comparable results.

Multi-view video is a novel video type which carries
multiple views of the same scene in a single stream. It offers
new ways to reconstruct or repair missing or damaged views
inside a stream. View interpolation for example can recre-
ate missing views using the remaining neighboring views.
To do this, geometry information about the captured scene
is required. Often this is provided by depth maps included
in the video stream or estimated in real-time using image
pairs. The included depths are quantized and the precision
of the depth estimation is limited by time constraints and
the performance of the used device. Therefore the depth in-
formation contains slight errors which can spread over large
portions of the image. During view interpolation those er-
rors lead to sub-pixel shifts in the resulting images[2, 3].
Those shifts have a small magnitude of less then a pixel and
a direction that is based on the error in the depth and layout
of the capturing cameras. Variable shifts can occur when
different points on a slope suffer from errors in opposite di-
rections. Those shifts create a zoom effect, because during
the interpolation an area of the original image is mapped on
an area in the interpolated image which has a slightly differ-
ent size. Another cause for zoom effects is an inaccuracy in
the field of view. Figure 1 shows such an image and a recon-
structed version with slight shifts. Figure 1c contains a shift
in x-direction of one pixel and a shift in y-direction of about
half a pixel. The resulting blurring of horizontal structures
can be seen when Figures 1b and 1d are compared. While
some techniques ignore a big portion of these shifts by using
a down-scaled version of the images for testing, most other
quality metrics detect those shifts and return a score imply-
ing a low image quality[4], although artifacts are nearly not
perceivable (especially in high resolution images).

We propose a technique based on optical flow which
creates a new reference image that can be used with all qual-
ity metrics to ignore small shifts and zoom effects. Test-
ing interpolated images against this new reference results in
scores which are much closer to their perceived quality.



(a) Original image (b) Section of the original image

(c) Interpolated image (d) Section of the interpolated im-
age

Fig. 1: Image errors from view interpolation

2. MOTIVATION

Many view synthesis algorithms suffer from the image shifts
we described in the previous section. To be able to compare
and optimize those algorithms with respect to perceived im-
age quality, a reliable quality metric is required. We propose
a method which can be used to get those reliable results by
applying quality metrics which are already widely used. Us-
ing our method different view interpolation algorithms can
be ranked with metrics that are already accepted in the re-
search community. Additionally, this means view interpo-
lation methods can quickly be integrated into systems eg.
multi-view video streaming systems, which are evaluated
using metrics not suited for interpolated images as well as
their quality calculations. In summary, our method offers a
greater flexibility to evaluate and rank view interpolation al-
gorithms with metrics which are commonly used in related
fields like video streaming or coding.

3. ALGORITHM

Our method for using common pixel-based quality mea-
sures on images containing sub-pixel image shifts works as
follows:

1. Approximate the pixel shifts between the reference R
and the tested image I as a dense optical flow field.

(a) Original image (b) Shifted image

Fig. 2: Approximation of sub-pixel-shifts

2. Shift the pixels in the reference image R according
to the approximated flow to create a new reference
image R′.

3. Test the image I against the new reference R′ using
the chosen image metric.

This approach produces results which are much closer to the
perceived quality of the tested image.

3.1. Pixel shift approximation

We use the TVL-L1 optical flow algorithm[5, 6] to approx-
imate the shift between the reference and the tested image.
This approximation is necessary because sub-pixel shifts
mix the colors of neighboring pixels and after the quanti-
zation to integer values from 0 to 255, which is commonly
used in most image formats, the exact shift that created the
result cannot be recovered.

Figure 2 shows a simple example for that problem. When
the sharp black line in image 2a is shifted 0.5 pixels to the
left the result is a two pixel wide gray line as shown in Fig-
ure 2b. The arrows in Figure 2b show only three possible
directions and amplitudes in which the shift that created the
image might have happened. To decide which one is cor-
rect, the surroundings of each pixel have to be taken into
account.

Since optical flow algorithms do that to create a smooth
flow field, we treat the pixel-shifts as movements between
the reference and the tested image. The TVL-L1 algorithm
calculates a dense flow field and we choose the parameters
in such a way that it creates a smooth result with sharp bor-
ders where the direction of the shift changes. The smooth-
ness between the edges in the flow field means that errors
which cannot be explained by image shifts do not influ-
ence the approximation. A result of the chosen algorithm
is shown in Figure 3.



Fig. 3: Normalized representation of the approximated pixel
shifts

3.2. Creating a new reference

The new reference image is created by moving the pixels of
the original reference image following the calculated dense
flow field from the previous step. Shifts by a fraction of a
pixel are created by using bi-linear filtering between neigh-
boring pixels.

Creating the new reference is necessary because sub-
pixel image shifts due to non-perfect scew-filtering destroy
a certain portion of the information contained in the origi-
nal pixels by merging two or more pixels together. That is
why those shifts have such a big influence on pixel-based
quality measures although they are nearly invisible (espe-
cially in high resolution images). The only way to lower
the influence on the metrics results is to remove the missing
information from the original reference, which we do by in-
troducing similar sub-pixel shifts to the reference image.

4. EXPERIMENTS

In our experiments we used images with synthetically intro-
duced shifts because real interpolated images do not only
contain image shifts. Depending on the algorithm they con-
tain shifts in brightness, errors from image in-painting or
misplaced image portions due to large errors in depth. Those
additional errors lower the scores and make it hard to judge
the influence of our algorithm.

The tested images are created in the following way: to
create the zoom effect we crop between one and two pixels
around the edges of the image by shifting the border pixels
outward. Towards the center of the image the magnitude
of the shift is reduced to simulate a zoom effect that hap-
pens when the field of view of the capturing camera is in-
correct. To simulate the shifts from quantized depth we cre-
ated masks for all reference images. Such a mask is shown

unchanged compensated
PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM

Shift 34.02 0.933 51.59 0.998
Zoom 34.69 0.936 53.91 0.998
Both 31.76 0.893 46.68 0.993

Table 1: Results for the Teddy scene[7]

unchanged compensated
PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM

Shift 30.82 0.899 46.90 0.997
Zoom 30.38 0.881 50.05 0.998
Both 28.52 0.833 42.40 0.989

Table 2: Results for the Cones scene[7]

in Figure 4. The colors mark objects in the image which
have a different distance to the camera. For every color in
the mask a random shift is chosen in the range of -1 to 1 in x
and y-direction. The pixels in the reference image are then
shifted according to the shift chosen for the corresponding
color in the mask. If the mask is transparent the pixels are
not shifted. The result is saved as an image to make sure that
the pixels contain the same quantization that happens in real
applications. For each distortion mode and input image we
create 100 images as described before. These images are
tested with PSNR and SSIM to create a baseline. Then we
apply our method to construct new references for each im-
age and test them again to measure the improvement. The
average results for each distortion and image are shown in
Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4.

Both quality measures show an improvement of the re-
sults when our pixel-shift compensation method is applied.
Since the shift is not determined perfectly over the whole
area of the image, a residual error remains. This happens
mainly where the direction of the shift in the image changes.
The high quality values are justified because the introduced
errors can only be seen when the images are shown in di-
rect succession or directly next to each other and magnified.
When only the zoom effect is applied, the results show the
highest quality scores. This is expected because the zoom
produces a smooth shift without sudden changes over the
whole image which is easy to approximate. Since this zoom
effect does not happen alone in realistic scenarios those high
values are acceptable. The combination of zoom and shift is
the most realistic case here because only planes which are
perfectly parallel to the image plane show a uniform depth
error over the whole area. Such planes are very rare in na-
ture and all slopes in the scene are prone to zoom-like ef-
fects due to different depth errors in different points of the
plane as described in Section 1. Additionally, the measured
field of view of a real camera is often slightly off which



unchanged compensated
PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM

Shift 37.28 0.945 51.09 0.998
Zoom 36.52 0.946 53.82 0.999
Both 35.23 0.929 46.42 0.987

Table 3: Results for the Ballet scene[8]

unchanged compensated
PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM

Shift 37.47 0.932 51.53 0.998
Zoom 37.12 0.933 55.60 0.998
Both 35.45 0.914 47.44 0.990

Table 4: Results for the Breakdance scene[8]

leads to a zoom effect due to projection errors in the inter-
polation.

The PSNR values increase by about 13 dB on average
for the combined distortions to values over 42 dB. Since
the tested images contain no other errors besides the nearly
invisible shifts, the improved results are much closer to the
perceived quality than the original scores without shift com-
pensation. Although the SSIM metric is not pixel based, the
scores still improve slightly when our method is applied.
This is the case because SSIM detects the shifted edges of
the objects in the scene. In the new reference those ob-
jects are also shifted and its structure is slightly closer to
the structure of the tested image.

5. CONCLUSION

We propose a method to compensate for sub-pixel image
shifts as they usually happen in view interpolation applica-

Fig. 4: Mask for synthetic image shifts (checkered areas are
transparent)

tions for multi-view video when images are evaluated using
common pixel-based quality measures like PSNR. We ap-
proximate the image shifts using the TVL-L1 optical flow
algorithm and use this information to create a new reference
which contains the same image shifts as the tested image
but no other errors that cannot be explained by simple pixel
shifts. Our experiments show that the measured quality in-
creases for all applied quality metrics which is appropriate
because the slight image shifts are nearly invisible to human
observers, especially in high resolution images.
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